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 [This is not a telephone conversation.  It appears that the telephone was left 
off the hook. Much of this is unintelligible.] 

Dictabelt 3A, Item 3A8 

Voice 1: . . . have these guerrillas up in the mountains of Colombia. I was there. They 
killed thirty-two in the town I was in, the night I was there. And they flew 
down. They killed over three hundred thousand in the last fourteen years. And 
they claim now that Castro's got control of these guerrillas. 

Voice 2: [Words missing] in Colombia? 

Voice 1: In Colombia. And he says that the way to the United States is through the 
Colombian Andes. 

Voice 2: [I doubt that?] 

Voice 1: Well, these people are [words missing?] get organized. [Words missing?] and 
so is Cuba. Infiltration is tremendous. And the anti-communist [word 
missing?] are getting furious because they feel that we're not [word missing?] 
them like we ought to right along. And I'm much afraid that is a problem. 

Voice 2: [Words missing?] twenty-five thousand, but, ah, it [inaudible]. The present 
regime, the [word missing?], that is, the, uh, shooting them down, and 
therefore that America is wrong. America ought to give to [word missing?], 
not to [word missing?]. 

Voice 1: And how to get it to them. 

[A large unintelligible section followed by a few intelligible fragments.] 

Voice 1: Yes, they can do the same thing somehow in Brazil.  

[Unintelligible.] 

Voice ?: Awfully good to see you. [Words missing?] give my regards to [words 
missing]. 

JFK?: Glad to hear that. 

Voice 1: Thank you, sir. 
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JFK?: Nice to see you. We enjoyed seeing you. 

Voice 1: Good to see you. I'll be in touch with [words missing?]. He's playing golf. In 
North Carolina right now. Good-bye. Thank you. [Words missing?] 

[Section of farewells is repeated.] 

Voice 3: Well, we wish you luck, Mr. President.  

Voice 4: Mamie?   

Voice 5: Sure, sure. 

[Inaudible.] 

Voice 6: He won't be here until about 1. Just stand by [words missing?]. 

[Unintelligible.] 




